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INTRODUCTION

Many television servicemen have overlooked the
lucrative field of small television systems' design and
installation. Jerrold has undertaken, in this booklet, to
provide a series of typical layout charts which cover
most of the situations ordinarily encountered by the
serviceman in selling his equipment and services to this
market. In addition, brief instructions concerning the
simple calculations necessary in laying out such systems
have been included.

For unusual layouts, requiring arrangements not
found in the typical layout charts, it is recommended
that the free layout service of Jerrold be used. To tak~
advantage 'Ofthis service, ask your distributor far a signed
copy 'Ofa layaut questionnaire. Fill in the complete in-
formation requested, add your signature, and mail to
Jerrold Electronics Corporation, 15th Street and Lehigh
Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19132. Allow approx-
imately twa weeks fram date of receipt for layout work.
This service is especially valuable for large jobs or for
jobs in particularly difficult areas such as locations within
five miles or less of a transmitter, where the situation is
made more difficult by direct pick-up 'Of signal in the
receiver's awn internal wiring.

The first edition of this handbook was published in
1959 and aver 35,000 copies were sold. This 2nd edition
is in response to the many requests still flowing in for
the original handbook and for updated informatian. In
additian to updating the diagrams, a considerable
amount of new information has been incorporated in
this 2nd edition that should be tremendausly helpful to
the novice as well as the experienced installer.
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IABOUT THE AUTHOR

Jack Beever, Technical Di-
rector of Jerrold's Distributor
Sales Division, is a nationwide
lecturer on TV-FM Systems
theory, design and installation.
He has authored many articles
and published an authoritative book on TV systems.
Active in the field of electronics since 1927, he has been
associated with Jerrold Electronics Corporation since
1951. A specialist in field engineering, he has designed
systems and developed antenna arrays for all types of TV
cable systems including systems for motels, hotels, apart-
ment houses, hospitals, institutions and homes.

This handbook reflects Jack Beever's intimate knowl-
edge and keen understanding of this very specialized
field.

TWO JERROLDRECEPTION & DISTRIBUTION CATALOGS

Your local Jerrold Dis-
tributor will be pleased to
furnish you with copies of

yi ..1 the two catalogs shown
a.", .1 here for complete specifi-
lei"'" cations and description on

the Antenna Reception and
Distribution Systems prod-
ucts specified in this hand-
book.
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DESCRIPTION OF

TYPICAL LAYOUT CHARTS

The basic requirements of a distribution system are such that two

major decisions are made by the installer. One decision determines the

types of antennas and, if necessary, preamplifiers to be used and the
other determines the wiring of the building system itself. These two

areas are generally categorized under the terms "head-end" for the

antennas and preamplifiers and "distribution" for the wiring and wiring
accessories.

Both decisions depend on different circumstances, and therefore
almost any type of head-end can be found with any type of wiring

system. This book uses a technique of split pages which allows combi-
nations of any head-end with any wiring system so they may be viewed
simultaneously. The examples listed have been carefully computed to
make any combination compatible, but the installer is strongly urged
to study the method of calculation described on pages 43 to 50.

. DATA NECESSARY

BEFORE REFERENCE TO CHARTS

Before the layout charts can be intelligently used, it is necessary that
signal conditions at the proposed installation site be known. Television

servicemen are, of course, familiar with signal conditions in their par-
ticular area, enough so to know that television reception conditions can
be entirely different at sites separated by less than one hundred feet.
Therefore, some sort of signal condition survey at the proposed installa-
tion site must be made before any logical layout can be projected.

A Jerrold 704B Field Strength Meter provides very accurate measure-
ment of antenna signals and permits precise balancing of all systems.
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USE OF TYPICAL CHARTS

FOR PRELIMINARY LAYOUT

HELPFUL HINTS

FOR SYSTEMS' INSTALLATIONS

1. Find "head end" chart which satisfies knawn canditians.

The different head ends shawn in this manual can act as a guide to'
the selectian af the proper type af antenna. The physical erectian af the
antennas will, af caurse, be determined by the type of antennas emplayed,
haw high it is necessary to' raise these antennas in arder to' abtain suffi-
cient signal, and the type of building on which the antenna is being
installed. Gaad antenna installatian practice MUST be abserved with
emphasis an the fallawing points:

When signal canditians at the prapased site have been deter-
mined:

2. Get building prints ar make raugh layaut drawing af building,
spatting in necessary TV autlets.

A. ERECTING ANTENNAS
3. Chaase mast lagical way af distributing signals (wiring plan).

4. Find "distributian system" chart which fits yaur plan.

1. The mast ar tawer must be tharaughly graunded, preferably with
NO'.6 graund wire, which is run directly to' a cald water pipe ar
driven graund rad.

5. Re-draw the two charts (head end and distributian) an the
building layaut.

CAUTION
NEVER ASSUME A VENT, A GAS PIPE, OR A HOT WATER
PIPE TO BE A GOO.D GROUND.

2. The lead-in cannectian at the antenna shauld be cavered with

weather-praaf compaund.

3. All screws an the antenna must be tight. Loase antennas ar ele-
ments can be a saurce af intermittent trauble.

6. Recheck wire lengths determined fram drawings with actual
field canditians.

B. COAXIAL CABLE

On all installatians, .except simple systems far individual hames,
cO'axial cables are used far signal distributian. These cables may be run
indaars ar autdaars, in conduit ar expased, as the situatian requires, but
in any case, cables must be handled carefully and installed praperly to'
prevent future maintenance prablems. Praperly installed, caaxial cable
will give many years of trauble-free service. A brief list af "da's" and
"dan'ts" in cable installatians fallaws.

DO:

Anchar cable securely an lang runs to' prevent strain. Use the praper
fittings far ancharing cables ksqueeze fittings defarm the cable by "cold
flaw" ) .

Fallaw directions carefully in inserting tap-aff units in the cables.

Weather-praaf such insertians tharaughly if they are expased to'
weather.
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DON'T:

Bend cables sharply.
Run cables over sharp edges.

Subject cables to temperature extremes. (Coaxial cables are made of
semi-plastic materials and will deform under heat, destroying the
characteristics of the cable.)

C. LOCATING AMPLIFIERS

The amplifier may be located in an attic, basement or other- conven-
ient place. Care should be taken, however, to see that the location chosen
is fairly centralized so that the feeder lines may be of approximately
equal lengths. This is not possible, of course, in all cases, but is desirable,
since it reduces amplifier requirements. In a motel, for example, it is
usually possible to mount the amplifier directly in the middle of the
building. In a hotel, it will probably be mounted some place near the top
of the building. This practice may be deviated from in certain installa-
tions due to practical considerations. In a dealer's store, for example, it.
will generally prove convenient to have the amplifier in an accessible
location near the receivers or in the dealer service shop.

D. MOUNTING THE AMPLIFIER

The amplifier may be mounted either horizontally or vertically. Hori-
zontally, it may simply be laid on a shelf, table, etc. If vertical mounting
is preferred to save space, the amplifier may be hung on a wall with
support screws by means of the slotted holes in the chassis lip. In any
case, the equipment should be mounted so that it is convenient to service,
but not easily accessible to unauthorized personnel.

Any piece of electronic equipment generates heat when in operation
and requires some ventilation. If the amplifier is mounted in a closet or
other closed-in space, care should be taken to provide adequate ventila-
tion. If the area is normally fairly warm, it might be advisable to remove
the dust cover from the amplifier to further facilitate ventilation. The
amplifier and any associated equipment should be grounded to a cold
water pipe.
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CURES FOR COMMON TROUBLES
IN OPERATING SYSTEMS

A. NO SIGNAL

1. Check fittings of amplifiers and cables.

2. Disconnect input to amplifier and measure antenna signals. If
O.K., trouble is in amplifier.

S. Check tubes in amplifiers. Replace one tube at a time, reinserting
original tube, if good. If anything other than tubes has failed, see
service information for the particular amplifier.

B. LOSS OF ONE CHANNEL

1. This will be possible only where single channel antennas, pre-
amplifiers or amplifiers are being used. Check the antenna and
the preamplifier or mixing unit, if they are used.

C. OVERLOAD-

1. This is a condition that should be watched for, since it may
present itself in any amplifying system where the incoming
signals vary greatly in strength. In either case, the best remedy is,
of course, to keep the strength of all incoming signals below the
rated maximum input of the particular amplifier and, as near as is
possible, to try to keep all incoming signals at an equal strength.
If an amplifier is overloaded, it will probably show up in one of
two ways-either of which is easily recognizable. The first, and
most common sign of overload is windshield-wiper effect. This is
also known as cross-modulation and is caused by one channel
being strong enough .to overload the amplifier, and consequently
spilling over into the other channels. This condition will only
appear in broad band amplifiers where one common amplifier is
handling all channels.

CAUTION: Do not attempt to pad down the input of a channel
in which cross-modulation is observed. Find a channel in the same

band which is not bothered by cross-modulation and is fairly
strong-this will probably be the offender. Remember that in
cross-modulation the effects are noticed on the victims, rather
than on the culprit. Another effect of amplifier overload will be
excessive sync buzz in Jhe sound and unstable sync in the
receivers. This effect is one that may be noticed in systems using
single channel amplifiers. The effect is different in that the channel
being affected is probably the one that is too strong. The remedy,
however, is the same. The overly strong signal must be attenuated
to a proper value.
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D. GHOSTS SERVICING THE SYSTEM
The three most common causes of ghost images on a master antenna

system, together with the praper cure for each are:

2. Improper termination of cables.

Check all cables to make sure they are properly terminated with a
terminating resistor. Check all terminating resistors to see that
they are properly installed and make a gaod cannection. Also
check all fittings and splices to be sure they are made properly
since, even with praper termination at the end, a feeder line may
possibly be 'Open samewhere in the middle.

Qualified technicians can service Jerrald TV Distributian Equipment
readily with praper test equipment. The mixing netwarks, tap units,
splitters, pads, etc., rarely, if ever, cause any trauble. If inaperative,
check far open leads, laose fittings 'Or mechanical defects. Schematics
and instructian sheets furnished with all amplifiers will facilitate servicing
these units. It is suggested that alignment 'Ofwide band amplifiers, such
as the ABD-1A and 2300A, shauld nat be attempted in the field unless
special wide band sweep equipment is available. If service 'Ofthis type is
required, it may be 'Obtained by packing the unit securely and sending it,
alang with a cavering letter, ta Jerrald Electranics Carp., Repair Service,
15th Street and Lehigh Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 19132.

1. Antenna pickup of reflections.

This can usually be 'Overcame by praper selectian, siting and
'Orientation 'Ofantennas.

THE DECIBEL
3. Direct pickup of signal by the receiver.

When a televisian distributian system is installed in the vicinity
'Ofa transmitter the problem 'Ofdirect pickup may arise. This is
caused by signal being picked up by the length af 300 ahm twin
lead that cannects the tap unit and the receiver. The prablem
results fram an aut 'Ofphase canditian between the directly picked
up signal and the signal received fram the system. Since the sig~l
in the system sees a delay 'Of a few micrasecands in the caaxial
cable, the signal which is picked up directly will arrive at the tuner
first. This will manifest itself in the picture as smear, a leading
ghast, multiple ghast, 0'1'possibly unstable sync. If the signal fram
the transmitter is very strang, it may be necessary ta utilize a tap
unit with a 75-ahm caaxial 'Output and run caaxial cable all the
way ta the receiver. If this pI'aves necessary, the receiver itself
shauld be checked far praper input cannectians. In same madels
an elevatar transfarmer is pravided at the tuner. If this is the case,
arrange the cannectians an the trans farmer f0'r 75-ahm match and
run thecaaxial cable directly ta the tuner. In receivers with na
75-ahm pravisians, a matching transfarmer such as the T-378 will
be necessary at the receiver. The chaice 'Ofthe transfarmer is up
to' the installer. The difference is ecanamy.

Yau dan't have ta be a mathematician ta handle the decibel, but yau
da have ta start thinking with numbers af a different kind.

The mast impartant thing ta knaw abaut the decibel, db far shart,
is that it daesn't say "haw much" 'Or"haw many" like the "10" in 10
dallal's. It says "sa many tiITIes." It's samething like the ward "twice."
And, like "twice," it daesn't have any meaning in terms 'Ofquantity ("haw
much") unless yau specify "sa many times" something. Far example, 6 db
always means (in valtage) "twa times" 'Ortwice as many.

The funny thing about the db is the nan-linear relatianship. Laak
at these examples.

6 db == 2x
10 db == 3.16x

12 db == 4x
18 db == 8x

20 db == lOx

30 db == 31.6x
40 db == 100x
60 db == 1000x

CAUTION:

DO NOT MOUNT THE MATCHING TRANSFORMER ON AN
AC-DC OR TRANSFORMERLESS TYPE CHASSIS WHICH
IS CONNECTED TO ONE SIDE OF THE AC LINE. DAM-
AGE TO THE RECEIVER, TO THE SYSTEM, OR PERSONAL

INJURY MAY RESULT.

Natice that while 10 db is appraximately 3x, 20 db == lOx, about
3 times greater than a quantity gained by daubling 10 db. But if yau
dauble 20 db ta get 40 db, yau get 100x, which is 10 times greater. All
this carnes fram the way the db is derived, and because 'Of its funny
behaviar, it makes all kinds 'Ofsystems figuring simple. It's best that yau
try ta fallaw the reasaning behii1ldthe db. We'll start with the farmula-
and dan't let it scare yau-if yau've read this far, yau knaw enaugh to
fallaw this farmula thraugh. Here it is:

db == 20 laglo El
E~
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Saying it in English, it gaes like this: The db is equal ta 20 times the
camman IDgarithm 'Of the majar (larger) valtage divided by the minar
(smaller) valtage. Salving it gaes like this. Suppase we have an amplifier
and want ta find its valtage gain in db. Then, being an amplifier, its.
'Output will be larger than its input, sa the 'Output valtage is the "majar" .

valtage. Divide the 'Output by the input, the farmula says, sa let's assign
same values. Say the 'Output valtage is 100 and the input 10, then
100 -;- 10 == 10. Naw the farmula is reduced ta:

db == 20 laglo 10

Naw we have ta find the CDmman lagarithm 'Of 10. This is what
causes mast TV repairmen ta gulp-they fargat their lagarithms as
soon as passible after leaving high schaal. But there's na mystery about
the camman lag. The camman lag, 'Orlagarithm ta the base 10, is 'Only
that little number that gaes abave and ta the right 'Of a number, the
expanent, like in 101-but when used as the lag, it is the expanent
required ta raise 10 ta the number we have in mind.

As an example, 2 is the lagarithm 'Of100, since 10 raised ta the 2nd
pawer (102) equals 100. Naw, every number we know can be expressed
as a pawer 'Of10, and mathematicians have spent years campiling lag
tables ta the tenth decimal place. In 'Our particular prablem, we have ta
find the expanent which makes 10 equal ta the base 'Of the camman
lagarithm, which is alsa 10. This 'One's easy-it's 101, sa that the cam-
man lag of El equals 1. The farmula naw laaks like this:

E2
"'-

db == 20 x 1, and db (gain) == 20

We have faund aut that the amplifier's gain is 20 db. Of caurse, if
we'd faund a fractianal number, like 18.5 when we divided El by E2,
we'd need a lag table ta find the camman lag 'Of 18.5. This yau'll never
need as lang as yau have this particular baaklet, which has a canversian
chart fram the ratia expressed by El directly ta db.

E2

One 'Ofthe puzzling things abaut the db is 0 db. 0 db isn't "nathing"-
it's samething. It's the same as saying "there's a relatianship 'Of 'One ta
ane"-in ather wards na gain-na lass. It warks aut like this, and we
can use the amplifier we had befare, but naw we find the input is 10 valts
and the 'Output 10 valts. The farmula then laaks like this:

El
db == 20 laglo -

E2
10

- 20 loglo -
10
1== 20 loglo

Since 10 divided by 10 is 1.

12
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The questian naw is what exponent will raise 1 ta 10? This is a funny
'One,the logic 'Ofwhich has escaped mathematicians-they 'Onlyknaw it
wDrks-Look:

102 == 100
101 == 10
10° == 1
10-1 == .1

We can see the sense behind the first, secand and faurth express ian,
but the third 'Only makes sense because it fits and warks. Let's put it
inta the farmula.

db == 20 x 0, and therefare the amplifier's gain is 0 db.

Now this bails down ta the fact that when we say 6 db, we mean
that we are talking abaut samething which is twice as great as 0 db,
since 0 db is 'Onetimes, and 6 db is 2 times. The questian always cames-
"What's 0 db?" The answer is-O db is anything yau chaQse ta make itl
In audia, cammittees 'Ofengineers have assigned a value ta 0 db, which
they agreed upan. In TV systems yau can specify what yau like. It can
be the antenna signal, far instance, Dr yau can chaase 1,000 micravalts
read acrass 75 'Ohmsimpedance. If yau da the latter, call it dbj-because
we at Jerrald have agreed upan this as a pretty gaad signal far a TV set.

The great advantage 'Ofusing the db is that yau can add and subtract
numbers in db when camputing a system, and the numbers stay small.
Otherwise yau'd have ta divide 'Ormultiply at each step, and yaur cam-
putatians wauld invalve large, camplex numbers.

,'"
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Amplifiers

*Represents capability PER CHANNELfor 3-ch. lo-band and 4-ch. hi-band operation. The units are capable of much higher output operation for the same number of channels; however,
¥2% cross-modulation is well below any objectionable signs of overload and is the best rating to use in designing systems.

(J1 **0 dbj = 1000 microvolts across 75 ohms.
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Model 2880 Model 2300A Model ABD.1A Model ACL.20D

FreqlJencyRange 54 to 108 me and 174 to 216 me

MinimllmGain
[o.,Band: 41 db 39 db 22 db 20 db
Hi".Band: 44 db 40 db 20 db 19 db
FM.Band: 92 MC: 41 db 98 MC: 39 db 98 MC: 22 db 98 MC: 20 db

108 MG: 20 db approx. 108 MG:23 dbapprox. 108 MC: 10 db 108 MG: 8 db

hnpedance
75 ohmsInpllt: 75 ohms 75 ohms 300 ohms

OutPlJt: 75 ohms 75 ohms 75 ohms 75 or 300 ohms

OutputcapabiiTty
at 75ohms:

1.0 V 0.3\1. 0.3 V 0.15 V(44 dbj)-Lo.band
PerChannel'for7 (60 dbj**) (50dbj) (50 dbj) 0.10 V(40 dbj}-Hi-band
Channelsat 1/2% at 300ohms:
Cross.;Modulation* 0.30 v-Lo-band

0.20 v-Hi-band

Flatnessof Response 1.5 db PIV 1.0 dbP/V 2.5 db PIV 2.0 db PIV

TubeComplement *(1) 6EH7 *(2) 60l8 (2) 60J8 (2) 60J8
*(1)6ES8

*frame grid
*(2)6EJ7 *frarne grid (frame grid type) (frame grid type)

*(1) 6DJ8 *(1')6CB6 types (2) 12BY7 A

*(2) 6EJ7 types (2) 12BY7A
*(3) TJ880

(2) 12BY7A

Po.werRequiremehts 117 VAC,60 C.P.S. 117 VAG,60G;P.S. 117 VAC,60 C.P.S. 117 VAC,60 C.P.S.
92 Watts 63 Watts 45 Watts 18 Watts

Dimensions 17" L,7" W,5" H. 14%"L, 7V21'W,.'5"lt 12" L,6" W,4¥2" H. 9" L, 5%" W,3¥2" H

ShippingWeight 18 Ibs. 12¥2lbs. 9 Ibs. 5 Ibs.
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SPECIFICATIONS' Solid-State Pre-amplifiers

NA-Not applicable
1. Post-amplifier Model 132 contains power supply.
2. Max. tilt across any channe I.
3. For two channels in.
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BROAD-BANDANTENNA FOR VHF STATIONS

IN SAME DIRECTION

COMMERCIAL

1

PARALOGANTENNAS

JTP-40-LOCAL
JTP-60-SUBURBAN
JTP-IOO-SEMI-FRINGE
JTP-130

}JTP-160 FRINGE
JTP-190
JTP-220-SUPER-FRINGE

TRANSFORMER

TO-374A

POL ATTENUATORS

(WHERE NECESSARY) 17

._"---

I

AMPLIFIER

ABD-IA-(Max. CableLength360')
, 2300A-(Max. CableLength360')

2880-(Max. CableLength420')

TERMINATION
TR-72 OR TR-72B

-a"

I

. I . .. . .. ~. . ... ..
'.. . .. ... '. II . . I. ~. .I . .~.

COMMERCIAL

ASINGLEFEEDERLINE, RG-59jU

17

VHF UHF

MODELS
APM SPM SPC SPC UlP UPM
102 102 103 132 104 104

Bandwidth(mc) 54-108 54-88 54-88 54-88 470-890 470-890
174-216 174-216 174-216 174-216

Gain-Lo band(db) 17.5 15.3 15.3 25 UHF UHF

Gain---Hiband(db) 13.0 11.2 11.2 29 5.0 14.0

Galn-FM 15.0 0 0 0 NA NA

Ffeq.Response(db) 1.5PIV 1.0PIV 1.0PIV 1.0/ch2 0.5/ch2 0.5/ch2

NoiseFigur.e(db) 4-6 4-6 4-6 4-6 12 12

Max.Input Lo-30k
(3000 11\1) 5,000 100,000 100,000 Hi-20k 20,0003 7,5003

Max.Qutput Lo-40k Lo-48dbj

(3008 uv) Hi-20k 700,000 700,000 Hi-40dbj 36,000 36,000
(750)

InputImpedance 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000

OatputImpedance 3000 3000 300Of 300Of 3000 3000
750 75'0

Oown-Iead
Impedance 3000 3000 750 750 3000 3000

PowerSupply 102 102 103 NAl 104 104

PowerConsumptipn 3w 3w 3w 5w 3w 4w

Amplifier:ABD-1A or 2300A LOCATIONOFTAPS
Amplifier:2880

TAPS UT-22,33 1401 ALONGFEEDERLINE: TAPS I:IT-22,33 1401

14-W 22-R NearestAmplifier 22-W 30-R

7-R 3-Y NextGroupAway 8-R 3-Y

5-Y 1-G LastGroup 4-Y 1-G



RESIDENTIAL

1
I

18

0
0 0

COMMERCIAL

2
VHF BROAD.BANDANTENNA PRE.AMPLIFIEDVHFBROAD.BANDFOR

STATIONSIN SAMEDIRECTION

-. --

Mf-2 VHf TWO.SET
COUPLER

PARALOG ANTENNAS

JTP-40-LOCAL
JTP-60-SUBURBAN
JTP-IOO-SEMI-fRINGE
JTP-130

}JTP-160 fRINGE
JTP-190
JTP-220-SUPER-fRINGE

PARALOG ANTENNAS

JTP-60-SUBURBAN
JTP-IOO-SEMI-fRINGE
JTP-130

}JTP-160 fRINGE
JTP-190
JTP-220-SUPER-FRINGE

PRE-AMPLIfiER
SPC-I03

19

---

"-

0
0 0

ADAPTOR
AF-1O1

AMPLIFIER

ABD-IA-(Max.CableLength1000')
2300A-(Max. CableLength1000')
2880-(Max. CableLength1300')

TERMINATION
AF-IOl, F-81
TR-72F

TWOSETSIN AREASOF MEDIUMTO HIGH SIGNALSTRENGTH.
LOSSTO EACHRECEIVERFROM4 TO 7 DB PLUSLINE LOSSES.

USEWITH HEADENDS1, 2, 3, 5.

RESIDENTIAL

A I

TaDSCalculafed.,.on 25' SDacmg. RG-ll/U Cable Used
(Refer10 Typical Tap-Off Application Drawing for Tap Use-Page 33)

COMMERCIAL

B
I

TWO.SETPASSIVESYSTEM SINGLEFEEDERLINE,RG.11jU

18 19

Amplifier:ABD.1Aor2300A LOCATIONOf TAPS Amplifier:2880
TAPPT-1461A ALONGFEEDERLINE: TAPPT-1461A

27-W NearestAmplifier 40-W

8-R Next GroupAway 8-R

3-Y Next GroupAway 3-Y

2-G Last Group I-G



RESIDENTIAL

'32

VHF BROAD.BANDANTENNAWITH COAXIALLEAD.IN
(BESTFORCOLOR)

RG-59jUOR
RG-lljUCABLE

TRANSFORMERT-378

20

MF-4 VHF FOUR-SET
COUPLER

0
0 0

PARALOGANTENNAS

JTP-40-LOCAL
JTP-60-SUBURBAN
JTP-I OO-SEM I-FR IN GE

*JTP-130
*JTP-160
*JTP-190
*JTP.220

*UseHighGainModels
in GhostProblems.
UseSPC-1O3Pre-amplifier
in FringeAreas.

THREEORFOURSETSIN HIGHMEDIUMTO STRONGSIGNALAREAS.

UP TO 10 DB LOSSTO EACHRECEIVER,PLUSLINE LOSSES.

USEWITH HEADENDSI, 2, 3, 5.

RESIDENTIAL

B FOUR.SETPASSIVESYSTEM

20

"---

I

COMMERCIAL .
3

HIGH.GAINPRE.AMPLIFIEDVHFBROAD.BAND
FORSTATIONSIN SAMEDIRECTION

PARALOG ANTENNAS

JTP-60-SUBURBAN
HP-l OO-SEM I-FRINGE

HP-130

}
HP-160 FRINGE
JTP-190
HP-220-SUPER-FRI~GF

I

I
, I

I
PRE.AMPLI FI ER

SPC-132

21

- ----

AMPLIFIER

ABD-1A} ,
2300A 330 MAX.LONGESTLEG
2880-400'MAX.LONGESTLEG

SPLITTER
1592,1562

TERMINATION
TR-72BORTR-72.'

Taps Calculated on 15' Spacing. RG.59/U Cable Used
(Refer to Typical Tap-JHf Application Drawing for Tap Use-Page 33).~

I

COMMERCIAL

CTWO.WAYSPLITRG.59jU

21

Amplifier:ABD.1Aor 2300A LOCATION OF TAPS Amplifier:2880
TAPS UT-22,33 1401 ALONGFEEDERLlN_E: TAPS UT-22,33 1401

9-W l7-R NearestAmplifier l7-W 25-R
7-R 3-Y NextGroupAway 8-R 3-Y
5-Y l-G LastGroup 4-Y l-G



RESIDENTIAL

3
FRINGEAREAPRE-AMPLIFIEDVHF

BROAD-BANDARRAY

FRINGEAREAWITH NO
LOCALTV ORFM STATIONS
(WITHIN 15 MILES)

22

0
0 0

0
0 00

1, 2, 3, OR4 SETSIN AREASWITH LOCALAND FRINGESIGNALS.
GAIN APPROXIMATELY6 DB TO EACHRECEIVER.

USEWITH HEADENDS1, 2, 3, 4 AND 5 ONLY.

RESIDENTIAL

C

PARALOGANTENNAS

JTP-130

}JTP-160 FRINGE
JTP"190
JTP-220-SUPER-FRINGE

PRE-AMPLI FIER

APM.1O2

TA-66TRANSISTORIZED-I
AMPLIFIER-SPLITTER

(VHFONLY)

0
0 0

FOUR-SETAMPLIFIED SYSTEM

I
22

RUGGEDIZEDVHF BROAD-BANDANTENNAS,
ALL-CHANNEL,ALL-COAXIALCABLE

PDL* MIXER
LHS-76

PDL*

PDL*

ADAPTOR
AF.1O1

.,
COMMERCIAL

4

J-SERIES,BROAD-BAND-
ALL-CHANNELANTENNAS

J-55 -La
J-I05-Hi

*PDL ATTENUATORS
(WHERENECESSARY)

23

AMPLIFIER

ABD-IA-775' MAX.LONGESTLEG
2300A-775' MAX.LONGESTLEG
2880-1,075' MAX.LONGESTLEG

TERMINATION
AF-lOl andF-8l
TR-72F

I

.. . .. 1 ..:' .....',. . .. .. I '.. . . J. :..1 '<'

COMMERCIAL

0 DTWO-WAYSPLITRG-11jU

23

Amplifier:ABD-1Aor2300A LOCATIONOFTAPS Amplifier:2880
TAPPT-146lA ALONGFEEDERLINE: TAPPT-146lA

18-W NearestAmplifier 31-W
8-R Next GroupAway 8-R

3-Y Next GroupAway 3-Y
2-G Last Group I-G



RESIDENTIAL

4
PRE-AMPLIFIEDVHFBROAD-BANDARRAYFOR

FRINGEANDLOCALSTATIONS

CUT-CHANNEL,RUGGEDIZEDYAGI,
MULTI-CHANNELARRAY, 7 CHANNELSTYPICAL

COMMERCIAL

5

PRE-AMPLIFIER
SPM-102

MIXER
LHS-76

FRINGEAREA WITH SOME
LOCAL TV OR FM STATIONS
(CLOSERTHAN 15 MILES)

PARALOGANTENNAS

JTP-130

}JTP-160 FRINGE
JTP-190
JTP-220-SUPER-FRINGE

J55-4

CUT-CHANNEL

"J" SERIES

MIXER
AMN-LO

MIXER
AMN-HI

24 25

._-~- -- --.-- ----

TA-24
TRANSISTORIZED

AMPLIFIER-SPLITTER

Q[b][Q][b]

AMPLIFIER

ABD-1A-800'MAX.LONGESTLEG
2300A-800' MAX.LONGESTLEG
2880-925' MAX.LONGESTLEG

TERMINATION
AF-101andF-81
TR-72F

1,2,3 OR4 SETSIN AREASOF MEDIUMTO LOWSIGNALSTRENGTH.
GAIN 1 TO 2 DB TO EACHRECEIVER.

USEWITH HEADENDS1, 2 AND 3 ONLY.

ECONOMYFOUR-SETAMPLIFIED SYSTEM

I

Taps Calculated on 25' Spacing. RG-Il1U Cable Used
(Refer to Typical Tap-Off.ApplicationDrawing for Tap Use-Page 33)..FOUR.WAYSPLIT,RG.I1/U .

RESIDENTIAL -

D

24 25

Amplifier:ABD-1Aor2300A I
4

LOCATIONOFTAPS Amplifier:2880
TAPPT-1461A ALONGFEEDERLINE: TAPPT.1461A

l2-W NearestAmplifier 25-W

l5-R Next GroupAway 8-R

3-Y Next GroupAway 3-Y

2-G Last Group l-G



RESIDENTIAL

5

FOR FRINGEPLUS LOCAL
COLORRECEPTION.

(RECOMMENDEDFOR
SEASHOREAND ELECTRICALLY
NOISY AREAS')

26

PRE.AMPLIFIEDVHF BROAD.BANDARRAY
WITHCOAXIALLEAD.IN(BESTFORCOLOR)

PARALOG ANTENNAS

JTP-130

}JTP-160 FRINGE
JTP-190
JTP-220-SUPER-FRINGE

PRE-AMPLI FI ER

SPC-1O3

-- - - - ----

AMPLIFIER
ACL-200

TAP-OFF
G-1404

RESIDENTIAL

E

26

SPLITTER
1562OR1592

UPTO50'

RG-59/U

TERMINAL
UNIT
UT-12

DELUXE8.0UTLETAMPLIFIEDCOAXIALSYSTEM

BROAD-BANDVHFANDLOCAL
UHFTO VHFCONVERSION

COMMERCIAL

&

I
~

VHFLOCAL
PARALOGANTENNAS

JTP-40
JTP-60
JTP-100

PARACYLANTENNAS
JUP-1-LOCAL
JUP-2}JUP-3 MEDIUM

UHF

PDL ATTENUATORSAS NEEDED
TO BALANCESIGNALS

VHF

:z::
e...:>

>u..
('Y"):t:
=»

0:::0
wI-
I- .0::::t:
We...:>

S;~o=>e...:>-(

POL

,
,
'J

")

SPLITTER1514

27

AMPLIFIER -

ABD-1A}2300A 315' MAX.LONGESTLEG

2880-375' MAX.LONGESTLEG

TERMINATION
TR-72 OR TR-72B

Taps Calculated on 15' Spacing. RG-59/U Cable Used
(Refer to Typical Tap-Off Application Drawing for Tap Use-Page 33)

COMMERqIAL

F'--
FOUR-WAYSPliT, RG.59/U

27

Amplifier:ABD-1Aor 2300A LOCATIONOFTAPS Amplifier:2880.
TAPS UT-22,33 1401 ALONGFEEDERLINE: TAPS UT-22,33 1401

B-W 17-R NearestAmplifier 13-W 2l-R

B-R 3-Y NextGroupAway B-R 3-Y
5-Y l-G LastGroup 4-Y l-G



RESIDENTIAL

&
Q)

VHFFRINGEARRAYWITH LOCALSTATION
OVERLOADPROBLEMS

FRINGEPRE-AMPLIFIEDVHF AND MEDIUM TO FRINGE
UHF TO VHF CONVERSION

COMMERCIAL

7' .

ANTENNAINSTALLATION
WHENLOCALTV OR FM
STATIONOVERLOADS
PRE-AMPLIFIER

*Specify 1435-FMor
1435-2,Etc.for
Rejectionof Local
Channel

28

..;,

RESIDENTIAL

F"

28

SPLITTER
G-1518

PARALOGANTENNAS

JTP-130

}JTP-160 FRINGE
JTP-190
JTP-220-SUPER-FRINGE

RG-59/U

PRE-AMPLIFIER

SPM-102, SPC-1O3

VHF FRINGE
PARALOGANTENNAS UHF

JTP-130
JTP-160
JTP-190

VHF

PARACYL

UHFANTENNAS

JUP-1-LOCAL
JUP-2

}
MEDIUM

JUP-3 FRINGE
JUP-4

}JUP-5 FRINGE

CONVERTER U4V

(UHFCH.TO
VHFCH,)

29

--- - - - ~

AMPLIFIER
ACL-200

AMPLIFIER

ABD-1A-225' MAX.LONGESTLEG
2300A-225' MAX.LONGESTLEG
2880-390' MAX.LONGESTLEGTERM INAL UN IT

UT-12

SPLITTERG-1518
TERMINATIONTR-n OR

TR-nB

DELUXEa.OUTLETBRANCHINGCOAXIALSYSTEM

I

TapsCalculatedon 15' Spacing, RG-59/U Cable Used
(Refer to Typical Tap-Off Application Drawing for Tap Use-Page 33)

EIGHT-WAYSPLIT,RG.59jU - 29

Amplifier:ABD.lAor 2300A LOCATIONOFTAPS Amplifier:2880
TAPS UT-22,33 1401 ALONGFEEDERLINE: TAPS UT-22,33 1401

2-W ll-R NearestAmplifier l4-W 22-R
8-R 3-Y NextGroupAway l-R 3-Y
5-Y l-G Last Group 5-Y l.G



RESIDENTIAL

7 I
MULTI-CHANNELUHFCONVERSION

TO VHFCHANNELS
UHFBROAD-BANDARRAY

MULTI-CHANNEL

UHF FRINGE

PARACYL ANTENNAS

JUP-1-LOCAL
JUP-2} MEDIUM
JUP-3 FRINGE
JUP-4

} FRINGEJUP-5
UHF

VHF VHF
OSC.

30 UHFONLY AMN- (LO OR HI)

TAU-12 TRANSISTORIZED
UHF AMPLIFIED-SPLITTER

AMPLIFIER 2300A
OR 2880

TAPTHIS LINE

0
0 0 0

0 01
AMPLIFIER2300A

OR 2880

UHF, AMPLIFIED, TWO SETS, IN ALL SIGNAL AREAS.

USEWITH HEADENDS 7, 8, 9
TAPTHIS LINE

RESIDENTIAL

G
I

CASCADEDAMPLIFIERS,LONG-LINESYSTEM

OSC.

TAP OUT

PARACYL ANTENNAS

JUP-2

} MEDIUM
JUP-3 FRINGE
JUP-4

}JUP-5 FRINGE

U4V(UHF
TOVHF)VHF

LHS-76 (LOW-HIGHSPLITTER-MIXER)

- -- ~ -- ----

DO NOTTAPTHIS LINE

eOMMERCIAL

H
TWO-SETAMPLIFIEDUHFSYSTEM

DC-8

QUT REAMPLIFIEDTRUNKLINESYSTEM

TONEXTAMPLIFIER (RequestFactoryLayout
onRe-amplifiedSystems)

31
30



RESIDENTIAL

B
PRE-AMPLIFIEDFRINGEUHF,

RELATIVELYSHORT TO MEDIUM LEAD-IN

SOLID STATEPRE-AMPLIFIER

ULP-1O4

32

UHF-VHFHOMEDISTRIBUTION

SYSTEMS,TWO-SET.USEWITH
COMBINATIONSOF HEAD

ENDS1,2, 3, 4, 5 & 6, 7, 8.-
TA-66

OR
TA-24

VC-l00
OR

SVC-560

VHF

PARACYLANTENNAS

JUP-3-MEDIUM FRINGE
JUP-4

} FRINGEJUP-5

40' TO70' LOW-LOSSUHFLINE

UHFONLY

--

UHF

TAU.12

VC-100
OR

SVC-560

SET#1 SET#2
(VC-lOO& SVC-560AREJERROLDUHF TOVHF SET-TOPCONVERTERS

NOT NEEDEDWITHALL-CHANNELRECEIVERS.NOTE: UVC-7083FORTRANSLATORAREAS')

RESIDENTIAL

H AMPLIFIEDTWO-SETUHFANDVHFSYSTEM

32

TYPICAL TAP-OFF APPLICATION

UT-22

G-3°1~
300O~~ ~

G-59

PT-1461AORPT-1462A- - ,- 1401-

RG-lljU I
TYPECABLE

I
I
I

TERMINATE
SAMEAS
PT-1461A

RG.59jU
TYPECABLE

UT-12,USESAME
ASUT-22

(§]

CJ

-- - - - -

UT-33
TVSAME

m 1"- ASUT-22

TO FM TUNER

1 - G":1404-

I
I

I
I 33

AMjFM TUNERS

----------

2300A
OR2880 AFT

300

AT-*

"OUT" *SpecifyChannel(2-13)

"IN"

DC-8

TAP

AUDIO-TROLSYSTEM

RADIOOR BACKGROUNDMUSICON

UNUSEDTV CHANNELS,AUDIO-TROLS

ANYAUDIO
PROGRAM SOURCE

TR-72F

COMMERCIAL

I

33



RESIDENTIAL

9
PRE-AMPLIFIEDFRINGEUHF,HIGHANTENNA

ANDLONGLEAD-IN
COAXIAL CABLE LOSSES IN DECIBELS/I 00'

PARACYLANTENNAS.
JUP-3
JUP-4
JUP-5

SOLIDSTATEPRE-AMPLIFIER

UPM-1O4 UP TO 200' LOW-LOSSUHF LINE

34
UHFONLY

-- - - - - -- - ---

FREQUENCYDATA/CHAN'N'EL

TWO-SETPASSIVEUHFSYSTEM

I

[Q
UF-2,UHF
TWO-SETCOUPLER

0
0 0

UHF,PASSIVE,TWOSETS,IN HIGH OR MEDIUMSIGNAL LEVELAREAS.
USE WITH HEADENDS 7, 8, 9.

RESIDENTIAL

I (COLOR SUB CARRIER = PIX CARRIER+ 3.58 MC APPROXIMATE)

*AIIwavelengthsatmid-band.

34
35

TYPECABLE CH.2 CH.4 CH.6 FM CH.7 CH.10 CH.13

RG-59jU 2.8 3.2 3.6 4.0 5.3 5.6 5.9

RG-6jU 2.1 2.3 2.6 2.7 4.0 4.15 4.3

RG-lljU 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.7 2.85 3.0

RG-6jU 1.69 1.87 2.09 2.12 3.16 3.33 3.5
Foam

RG-lljU 1.1 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.9 2.3
Foam

Frequencies Wavelengths
CH. BANDWIDTHPIX-CAR SND-CARAIRIN.* COAXIN.* COAXIN.*

FREQ-MC MC MC VEL.PROP.VEL.PROP.
0.66 OJl2

2 54-60 55.25 59.75 205 135 168
3 60-66 61.25 65.25 186 123 153
4 66-72 67.25 71.75 170 112 139
5 76-82 77.25 81.75 148 97.5 121
6 82-88 83.25 87.75 138 .91 112
7 174-180 175.25 179.75 66.5 44 54.5

, 180-186181.25 185.75 64.5 42.5 53

9 186-192 187.25 191.75 62.25 41 51

10 192-198 193.25 197.75 60.5 40 49.5

11 198-204 199.25 203.75 58.5 38.5 47.5

12 204-210 205.25 209.75 57 37.5 46.5
13 210-216 211.25 215.75 55.25 36.5 45



DECIBELS AND DBJ CHART

REF.LEVEL0 OBJ== 1000UVACROSS75OHMS

+

60 OBJ 1,000}000UV
50 OBJ 316,000UV
40 OBJ 100,000UV
30 OBJ 32,000UV
20 OBJ 10,000UV
18 OBJ""""""""" 7,943UV
15 OBJ 5,623UV
12 OBJ 3,981UV
10 OBJ 3,162UV
6 OBJ 1,995UV
3 OBJ 1,413UV
2 OBJ 1,259UV

2 OBJ 794 UV
3 OBJ 708 UV
6 OBJ 501 UV

10 OBJ 316 UV
12 OBJ 250 UV
15 OBJ 179UV
18 OBJ 126UV
20 OBJ 100UV
30 OBJ 32 UV
40 OBJ"""""""""""""" 10 UV
50 OBJ 3 UV
60 OBJ"""""""""""""" 1 UV

0 OBJ 1,000UV

USEFUL FORMULAS

300
Wavelengthin Meters(Air)== Freq.inMC

984
Wavelengthin Feet (Air) Freq.inMC

E(Volts)== I (Amps)x R(Ohms)

, E2(Volts)
.PowerW(Watts)==R(Ohms)

TemperatureConversion
FO== Cox 9 +32

"5

36

Ef (Field Intensity in Microvoltsper
Meter)== .021E (FieldStrengthMeter
Readingin MicrovoltsUsingReference
Dipole)x f (frequencyin MC)

UHFChanMls14to 83

Frequencies470-890MC

To FindCenterFrequencyof Any UHF
Channel

C.F.== 473+ 6 (ChannelNumber~14)

\ ,SPECIFICATIONS Ultra-Tap** Components

BASIC TAP-OFFUNIT FOR TV OR FM
Model UT-22 (W, R or Y)

Providesa choiceof three isolationand
feed-thruvaluesand is usedto tap TV or
FMsignalsfrom RG-59type feedercables.
Simplecrimp-onbushingsandnewpositive-
grippingclutchprovidefast solder-lesscon-
nectionsto the feeder.ModelUT-22canbe
flushorsurfacemounted.Forflush-mounting
the unit fits a standard2" x 4" (or combi-
nation)wall boxand newcoverplatesare
availablein a varietyof types.A special
housingis alsoavailablefor surfacemount-
ing. Equippedwith a "Gamma"receptacle,
the unit acceptsthe new 75 or 300-ohm
push-onplugs.Termination:Lastunitonline
mustbeterminatedin a TR-72B.

FLUSHCOVER PLATES
Model UT-PI
Singleoutlet ivory coverplate. .

Model UT-PS
Single outlet cover plate, brushed

. stainlesssteel.
SURFACEHOUSING
Model UT-SH
Singleoutlet ivorysurfacemount-
ingbox.
PUSH-ON"GAMMA"PLUGS
Model G-59
Male plug-For use with RG-59
type cable.
Model G-300
A 75 to 300ohmadapterplugfor connecting300ohmleadfrom receiverdirectly
to Ultra-tapoutlet.

'-
\,

COMBINATION TAP-OFFUNIT FOR TV AND FM-Model UT-33
Availablein the sameisolationandfeed-thruvaluesasModelUT-22.It hasadditional
isolationto separateTVandFMsignalsfor simultaneousconnectionof a TVreceiver
andanFMreceiver.Theunit is flushmountedin the samemannerasmodelUT-22.
Forsurfacemountinga standardwiremoldboxis required.

SPECIALWALLTERMINALUNIT-Model UT.12
(WITHOUT ISOLATION OR FEED.THRU)

Awall terminalunitprovidingconnectionto a TVor FMset froma remotelymounted
isolationunitsuchas G-1404,1401,or PT-1461.Similarto ModelUT-22in all other
respects.

37

=,

ISOLATIONAND FEED-THRU
CHART

A-=Isolation B-Feed. Thru
Valuesin db

Ch. MODEL UT-22ANDUT-33
COLORCODE

. White "Red Yellow

2 A 35 27 '22.5
B 0.2 0.4 0.2

6 A 34 25 19
I.. 0.2 OA 0.3

1 It 31 21 13
B O.5 0.5. 0.9

1S It - --'3D 20 11.5
B Q.25 0.5 J.O



SPECIFICATIONS - Receiver Isolation Network
Model 1401-(*)

*Color-coded W, R, v, G (white, red, yellow, green)

JerroldModel1401is a surface-mounted,
non-resistiveattenuatornetworkusedwith
RG-59-typecables.The unit providescom-
pensationfor signalattenuationat a par-
ticularpointona feedercableandisolation
betweena receiver and the distribution
system.
CONTENTSOF PACKAGE:(1) 1401 unit; (3) C-52
connectors;(3)1051ferrules; (1)mountingbracket;
(2) mountingscrews;(1) instruction sheet.

ATTENUATION VALUES IN DECIBELS

Channel White Yel/ow GreenRed

2

6

7

13

SPECIFICATIONS Pressure Tap Receiver Isolation Units
Models PT-1461-A and PT-1462-A

JerroldM.odelsPT-1461-Aand PT-1462-Aare waterproof and corrosion-resistant
pressuretap receiverisolationunitsdesignedto feedrf signalsfroman RG-11-type
coaxialcablelinevia anRG-59-typecableanda transformerto a TVor FMreceiver
location.ModelPT-1461-Ais for usewith single-shielded,RG-11-typecables.Model
PT-1462-Ais for usewith RG-11-type,double-shieldedcables.

TAP-OFF DATA/CHANNEL

38

r
I,
I
I

I

I

!

PARACYL UHF-TV ANTENNAS

The Paracyl is an all-band UHFantennawhich com-
bines a cylindrical parabolic reflector with a unique
"ExtendedResonance"dipole to producean antenna
with the characteristics of the efficient parabolic
reflector and a wide-bandantenna with high gain.
The "ExtendedResonance"driver gives the Paracyl
antennasthe ability to operate effectively over the
entire UHFtelevision band-from the 470 mc fre-
quencyof channel 14 to the 890 mc frequency of
channel 83. Five modelsare offered to cover every
UHF-TVreception requirement,from local to super-
fringe locations.

ModelJUP-I-For local to suburbanUHF-TVreception
areas.18" Highx 24" Wide.
Model JUP-2-For difficult local to suburbanUHF-TV
receptionareas.36" Highx 24" Wide.

ModelJUP-3-For suburbanto mediumfringe UHF-TV
receptiQnareas.48" Highx 30" Wide.

ModelJUP-4-For difficult suburbanto fringe UHF-TV
receptionareas.72" Highx 36" Wide.

ModelJUP-5-For fringe to superfringe UHF-TVrecep-
tion areas:94" High x 48" Wide.

Model JUP-4

PARALO,G VHF-TV /FM,

ANTENNAS

Mod'el' J..,P'-130

The Paralogsare efficient TV-FMBroadbandantennaswhich offer high gain, high front-to-back
ratio and an extremelylow VSWRin a single design.The combinationof log periodic principles
with a unique parasitic element system produces very high gain while retaining the wide
bandwidth and excellent impedancematch of the log periodic design. Seven models are
available for TV-FMreception in any location, and three models are available for FM and
FM stereo reception.

TV-FM BROADBAND MODELS

ModelJTP-40-4 drivenelementsand2 parasiticelements.
ModelJTP-60-6 drivenelementsand2 parasiticelements.
ModelJTP-I00-8 drivenelementsand3 parasiticelements.
ModelJTP-130-10 drivenelementsand4 parasiticelements.
ModelJTP-160-10 drivenelementsand7 parasitic elements.
ModelJTP-190-10 drivenelementsand10 parasiticelements.
ModelJTP-220-10 drivenelementsand13 parasiticelements.

FM MODELS

ModelFMP-8(8elements) ModelFMP-1604 elements)ModelFMP-lO00 elements)
39

ISOLATIONNETWOIKS A = Isolationdb B =Feed-th roughdb
*

MODELS
OM PT-1461-AandPl-1462-A

CAPACITIVECOLORCODE
WHilE RED YELLOW GREEN

2 A 34 27 22 19
B - - .06 .12

6
A 28 21 18 16
B - .10 .12 .20

7
A 26 17 14 lI
B - .11 .25 .54

13 A 22 15 11 9
B .05 .15 .50 .90

RESISTIVETAPS
CHAN.2 PTRAO PlR-35 PlR-30

MODELPTR thru A I B A I B AI B
CHArt13 40 I .05 351 0.1 301 0.2



-
SPECIFICATIONS AMIFM Tuner Model AFT-300

AM/FM TUNER
Model AFT-300 Jerrold'snewModelAFT-300is a highlyselectiveandsensitive,drift-freetuner for

convertingany AM or FM broadcastsignal into an audio sourcefor Jerrold's
"AUDIO-TROL"ModelAT-*.

While independentin its function, ModelAFT-300is the companionpiece to
ModelAT-*andcanbeincorporatedtogetherwith the Audio-Trolin a singlecabinet,
or canbe rack-mountedseparately.

AUDIO-TROL
Model AT-*

Audio- Trol

'SPECIFICATIONS Anten net Mixin9 Networks

75-0HM ANTENNA MIXING NETWORKS
Models AMN-HI, AMN-LO

ModelAMN-HIis a low-loss(lessthan 1 db)mixingnetworkfor combiningup to
4 non-adjacenthi-bandchannels(ch. 7-13),derivedfrom single-channelantennas
or amplifiersinto a singleoutput.75-ohminputandoutputimpedances.

ModelAMN-LO,with a maximumlossof only0.5db,doesthe samefor upto 3 non-
adjacentlo-bandchannels(ch.2-6).

Bothunits are tunable,are designedfor indoormountingat the systemhead-end
andareshippedwith the necessarymountinghardwareandconnectors.Dimensions
are6-5/16"x 4" x IV2",shippingweightis 11/4 Ibs.

40 41

FM

Sensitivity: 3.2 microvolts IHFM(usable sensitivity 0.95 microvolts for 20 db of
quieting).

Image Rejection: 45 db.

Frequepy .ResPQn'§e:::!::1 db, 15-15,000cps.

DIstortion Unmeasurableat 30% modulation,less than 0.1% at 100% modulation.
Limiter: Gatedbeam,constant output.

AntennaImpqance: 300 ohms.

AM

Sensitivity: 80 microvoltspermeter;terminalsensitivity10 mv.
Sel.ectivlfy: 10 kc bandwidth;6 db down.
ImageRejection: 50 db.
IFRejectior): 55 db.

G.eneral
..

PowerRequirements:50w., 117v. ac,60 cps.
imenslons: 19" Wx 51,4"Hx 111f2"D(excludingknobs).

SbipplngWeighf: 25 Ibs.

'"'

SPECIFICATIONS

RFOutput: Up to 55 dbj, each carrier, separatelycontrolled, at 75 ohms,
at each of two terminals.

FrequencyStability: Video carrier crystal controlled, sound carrier AFGcontrolled
referencedto crystal.

SpuriousSignals: Down50 db.

Output VSWR: 1.2 Bridging.,t

Frequency: Any TV channel,vhf.

Carriers: One at video frequency,unmodulated,one at soundfrequency,
FMmodulated,with 25 kc max.deviation.

Application: Utilizes unusedchannelsin TV distribution systems.

Signalfor MaximumUeviation: 50 mv audio, high impedance.

,Pre-emPhasisNetworks: Built-in, TV standards.

Distortion: Less than 1%, 2nd harmonicand hum.

;rube\Complement: Low channelmodels:
(1) 6BG8,(1) 6AS6, (3) 6GB6, (1) OB2, (1) 6AU6,(1) 6AB4,
(1) 6AL5.

High chnnel models:
(1) 6BG8,(1) 6AS6, (2) 6GY5,(1) OB2, (1) 6GB6,(1) 6AU6,
(1) 6AB4,(1) 6AL5.

Regulation: Gastube voltage regulation.

PowerRequirements: 45 watts at 117 volts, 60 cycles ac.

Dimensions: Panel 19" x 51,4", depth behind panel-5".

Mounting: Standard19" rack.

ShippingWeight: 12% Ibs.



. SPECIFICATIONS Four-Outlet Isolation Network
Model G-1404 *

BASIC TV DISTRIBUTION THEORY

CONTENTS Of PACKAGE
1 Unit Model G-1404
2 Mounting screws
2 Male connectors Model f-59A
4 Push-on male connectors Model G-59
1 Instruction Sheet 435-353

The basic purpose O'fa TV distributiO'n system is to' transPO'rt tele-
visiO'n signals frO'man antenna O'rantennas to' a multiplicity O'freceivers,
without significant lO'SSto the individual receiver O'r degradatiO'n O'f
quality.

This statement cO'ntains the basis O'fmany requirements. FO'r instance,
if a single antenna is to feed many receivers, then, O'bviO'usly,each
receiver can O'nlyget a PO'rtiO'nO'fthe available signal unless the signals
are amplified. Amplifiers, therefO're, are need~d to' O'vercO'methe simple
lO'ssescaused by splitting the signal amO'ng sO'many lO'ads.

TransmissiO'n lines which carry TV signals have lO'ss: TherefO're,

amplificatiO'n is needed to O'vercome this lO'ss.
If the inputs O'ftwO'televisiO'n sets are cO'nnected to' a cO'mmO'nsignal

sO'urce,they will interfere with each other unless sO'memethO'd O'fisO'latiO'n
is used. The simplest methO'd O'fisO'lation is to' put lO'SSbetween the signal
source and each individual receiver. AmplificatiO'n is needed to O'vercome
this lO'ss,alsO'. -

Essentially, then, a distributiO'n system must cO'nsist O'f antennas to'
pick up signal, amplifiers to' O'vercO'mesystem lO'sses,transmissiO'n lines
(cO'axial cable, usually) to transPO'rt signals, splitters to branch the lines
and tap-O'ff units to' prO'vide isO'latiO'nbetween receivers (and the lines
themselves). In additiO'n, the lines must be terminated in the character-
istic impedance O'fthe line, usually 75 ohms.

The primary tO'O'lused to describe the lO'ssesand gains in a distributiO'n
system is the decibel. This is a mathematical expressiO'n which gives a
ratiO' in logarithmic terms. When used in vO'ltage ratiO's, as is custO'mary
in TV systems, it is based on the fO'rmula

decibel (db) == 20 lO'glo El
E2

where El is the majO'rvO'ltage and E2 is the minO'rvO'ltageO'ftwo vO'ltages.
A separate sectiO'ndescribing the decibel and its use on page 11 shO'uld
be studied if the use O'fthe decibel is unclear. .

The decibel is used because it very easily relates to' the behaviO'r O'f
losses and gains in amplifiers and cables, and because it reduces cO'mpu-
tatiO'ns abO'ut systems to simple addition and subtractiO'n O'fsmall num-
bers. In decibels, you merely add gains and subtract losses. If numerical
multipliers and divisO'rs were used (i.e. amplifier gain, 186 times, cable
losses, .5 times per hundred feet) the computations WO'uldbe multiplica-
tiO'n and divisiO'nby cumbersO'me numbers.

ImpO'rtant PO'ints to' bear in mind are that amplifiers dO' nO't neces-
sarily have the same gain at all TV channels; cables have more lO'SSthe
'higher the frequency, hence VHF channel IS will suffer more attenuatiO'n
than any other VHF channel, and tap-O'ff units will have less loss at the
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JerroldModelG-1404is a four-outletcoaxialcabletap-offunit for usein dealer's
showroomsor smallapartmenthouses.Theunit comprisesa networkencasedin a
blister can housingwhich provideshigh isolationbetweenfour outputs.These
outputsareModelG-61chassisfittingswhichmatewith ModelG-59maleconnectors
onRG-59jU cableto permitrapidconnectionanddisconnectionof up to four cables.
Line input andoutputterminalsare ModelF-61chassisfittings whichmatewith
ModelF-59Amaleconnectorson RG-59jU cablefor permanentfeed-thrucontinuity.

ISOLATIONAND FEED-THROUGHBY CHANNEL
Isolation in db's (column A). Feed-through loss in db's (column B).

. . . - -- . ..-

..S~ECIFICA1~ONS' Splitters and Directional Couplers
Jerroldlinesplittersfeaturehybridcircuitryfor excellent75-ohmimpedancematch
and isolationbetweenoutputs.Terminateunusedoutputs1514with TR-75Fand
G-1518with TR-75G.

75 OHM LINE SPLITTERS

Model DC-8
Back-matcheddirectionalcoupler-splitter.Non-symmetricalsplitter, 1.5dband9 db,
matchedall terminals,75 ohmsimpedance.28 db isolationbetweenline andtap.
VSWRis 1.3.UsesF-59terminals.Shippingweight-6 oz.
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2 4 6 7 9 13
A B A B A B A B A B A 'I B
22 _25 20 .40 18 .50 15 1.2 14 1.3 13 1.4

Model 1562 1592 1514 G-1518

Description 2-way 2-way 4-way 8-way
Fittings Bushings FConnectorsFConnectors GConnectors
Bandwidth 54-216mc 6-216mc 24-216mc 54-216mc
Maximum

SplittingLoss 3.5db 3.5db 6.5db 10.0db
Isolati'on

BetweenOutputs 15-20db 18-20db 12db 7-17db

Shippedwith
'i'

Connectors NotRequired F-59 F-59 G-59

ShippingWeight 6 oz. 8oz. 7 oz. 11/2Ibs.
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Figure 1-Block Diagramof Basic Distribution System
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high VHF channels. Splitters have almost exactly equal losses at all
frequencies in their rated pass-band. .

Figure 1 is a simple block diagram representation of a distribution
system, drawn conventionally in the schematic style. Analysis of this
system will demonstrate the basic computations used in "laying out" a
distribution system. To avoid tackling too many complications at once,
we are going to specify some uncomplicated conditions, for example,
antenna signals are assumed to be 1,000 microvolts each on channels
2, 5, 7 and 13. All are received on the single antenna with a single
orientation.

On the diagram, cable lengths are specified between the various
devices. This is an important parameter, and when such lengths are
derived from an inspection of plans or a building they must be carefully
estimated, allowing for possible difficulti~s in getting the cable from
point to point.

We can analyze this system from the viewpoint of its basic function,
feeding signals to a TV set. If we pick the point at which a TV set,
"looking back" at the antenna through the system, sees the most loss-
producing components, we will have chosen the most difficult job for
the system to do. On Figure 1, this appears to be the set which will
connect at tap-off unit "m". We can check this in the following manner.

The taps we need to check are either "s" or "m". The splitter at "d"
divides the amplified antenna signal equally between each leg, and
b~yond this point to the antenna, losses are equal for both legs of the
system. We therefore need to check only the losses between "m" and
the splitter and "s" and the splitter. These losses are best tabulated in
two columns. We need to know the amounts of these losses, so we must

choose components and then establish their losses. Refer to the data
sheet on page 37 for the Ultra-Tap, Model UT-22. You will find three
models listed, "W" (white), "R" (red) and "Y" (yellow) and a chart
listing isolation losses and feed-through losses in decibels. Isolation losses
are those seen between the line and the television set, and are not seen
along the line. Feed-through losses ~re those caused by insertion of t~e
tap-off unit itself and are added to line losses. Remember that isolation
losses do not accumulate, but feed-through losses do.

The reason for these different values is simple: Signals suffer loss as
they travel along the cables from the amplifier, therefore they will be
strong near the amplifier and weak near the ends of the system. We can
therefore use high isolation values (and lower feed-through losses) near

the amplifier while lower isolation losses (and higher feed-through losses)
will be needed at the system ends.

Observe that the losses differ in the same unit for different channels.

Isolation values are higher at the low TV channels. The reason for this

"becomes plain if we look at the cable loss chart on page 3.5. We find that
losses in cable are higher at the higher channels, and therefore high
channels will weaken more than low channels as the signals progress
along the cable. The high channels, then, need to have less isolation
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between the line and set than low channels in order to feed equal
signals to the receivers.

Cable is the limiting factor, and the worst losses in cable .<?Ccurat
channel 13. We therefore design all systems to work at channel '13, since
if they work at channel 13, they will work at channel 2. The cable loss
chart indicates that RG-59/U has 5.9 db loss per hundred feet at
channel 13. As a safety factor, this is always considered to be 6 db.

To return to the tap-aff unit, it is simple to decide that if we are
considering the set at the highest loss paint in the system, we are justified
in chaasing the tap with the lowest isolation loss at channel 13. From the
tap-off loss chart, this is 11.5 db, using the yellow unit. The unit, we note,
has a 1.0 db feed-through loss.

The set, therefore, starts aff looking at an 11.5 db loss, and we can
enter this on a piece of scratch paper under the heading "losses." We
should make two columns, one titled "losses, leg's'" and the other,
"lasses, leg 'm'." Place the 11.5 db figure under both columns, titled
"Isalation." See below.

Isolation 11.5 db

We find that leg "m", which looked the worst at first glance, is not.
The greater losses are seen in leg "s", and this is the leg we must make
sure works properly. If leg "s" works, leg "m" is sure to work.

We can continue the loss figures all the way back to the antenna.
This will give us information about the amplification needed. Tracing
backward from the beginning of leg "s" we see a splitter and more cable.
The splitter is a two-way type, and can be chosen from those shown in
the Jerrold catalog. Two models are listed as two-way splitters, the
model 1562 and 1592. The specifications given indicate the 1562 is usable
between 54 and 216 me, which covers the VHF-TV channels. The split-
ting lass is 3.5 db, meaning that each output will be 3.5 db belaw the
input. This is a very efficient device, since one-half power is a 3 db loss,
and the power at the input is divided in halves. The model 1592 is
identical except for bandwidth. This type is useful between 7 and 216 me.

Mechanically, they differ in that the 1562 uses the economical but less
canvenient bushing fitting, while the 1592 uses the "F" series coaxial
connector. We can use either of these, and since this is a small system in
a competitive market, we choose the 1562.

Besides the splitter loss, we see 80 more feet of coaxial cable. We can
rewrite the lass figures as given below.

Overall System Loss, Leg "s"

Isalatian Loss 11.5 db
Feed- Thraugh Lass 4.0 db
Cable Loss, 390 Feet 23.4 db
Splitter Lass 3.5 db
Total Lass 42.4 db

Losses, Leg "s" Losses, Leg "m"
Isalation 11.5 db

Laoking back thraugh the system, we see that leg "m" will have the
feed-thraugh lasses af 8 taps (the last one daes nat shaw). Leg "s" will
have the feed-through losses of 5 taps. We dO'not know what calar cade
these taps will have, but we dO'know they will not be all yellow. We must
therefare make an appraximation. In practice, most af the taps will be
red, a few white, and a few yellaw. A goad average feed-through lass
is .8 db, and we can use this figure to' make an appraximatian.

We can naW add to' aur listings af lasses as follaws:

Losses, Leg "s" Losses, Leg "m" We have naw determined the total loss between the receiver on the

last tap af leg "s" and the antenna to be 42.4 db. This loss must be over-
came by an amplifier. The amplifier must be a braadband type, to handle
faur channels simultaneously, and it must have 42.4 db ar mare gain.
It must also be able to' handle the required output level withaut distor-
tian. Before we gO' further, then, we must' determine the autput level
required to drive this system. The reason this determinatian is impartant
lies in the fact that we must not degrade the televisian signals. If an
amplifier is required to handle toO'much signal, it will distort the signals
in twO' basic ways, by cross modulation and compression, mare often
called "~ync clipping." Cross-modulation is distortion of one signal by
the ather, and produces the symptom of "wiridshield wiper," black bars
drifting up and down ar sideways across the screen of the TV set. Sync
clipping is the "clipping aff" °,t the sync pulses of the TV carrier, which
represent the highest levels af broadcast power, and therefore are first
to suffer when an amplifier is called upon for more power than it can
deliver. The symptoms af sync clipping are vertical or horizontal insta-
bility in the TV set-jittery pictures and/or horizontal tearing.

Isolation 11.5 db Isolation 11.5 db
, Feed-thraugh 4.0 db Feed-through 6.4 db

We derived these figures by nating that 5 taps are in leg "s", and
since these add up, 5 x .8 db equals 4.0 db. In the same way, leg "m"
shows 8 feed-thraugh losses, and 8 x .8 is 6.4 db.

We need ta add the cable lasses to' these figures. Adding up the
lengths af cable we find that leg "s" has 310 feet of cable. 310 feet is
3.1 hundreds, and the lass, at 6 db per hundred feet, will be 3.1 times
6 db ar 18.6 db. Leg "m" has 220 feet, 2.2 hundreds, and 2.2 times 6 db
is 13.2 db. We add these figures to aur listings, as belaw.

Losses, Leg "s"

Isalation 11.5 db
Feed-through 4.0 db
Cable 18.6 db

Total Loss 34.1 db

j' Losses, Leg "m"

Isalation 11.5 db
Feed-thraugh 6.4 db
Cable 13.2 db

Total Lass 31.1 db
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The only remedy for these faults is to either reduce the output or use
an amplifier with greater output capability.

To determine what output is required, we must start with the require-
ment of the TV set.

TV sets differ in sensitivity, but any set in working condition will
deliver good pictures with 1,000 mi~rovolts (at 75 ohms) of signal. We
are therefore justified in setting this level as a minimum operating stand-
ard. If we use this as a reference level, we can call it 0 db, and in order to
know that we are referring to this standard, we append a "j", making it
0 dbj. 0 dbj, then, represents 1,000 uv across 75 ohms. If we assign this
as a required level at the last receiver on leg "s", of Figure 2, we can
quickly determine the required operating output level of the amplifier,
since we know the losses on the leg, and can easily extend these figures
back to the amplifier's output. The list below gives these, adding the
splitter loss and the extra 20' of cable between splitter and amplifier
(c and d).

Isolation

Feed-Through
Cable Loss, 330 Feet
Splitter

11.5 db
4.0 db

19.8 db
3.5 db

38.8 db

The loss between amplifier and last set is then 38.8 db. The level at
the set must be at least 0 dbj, then the amplifier's output must be 38.8 db
over 0 dbj, or 38.8 dbj.

We can now search the Jerrold catalog for an amplifier with this
output capability, preferably more. We find a number of listings of broad-
band amplifiers, with output capability for 7 channels simultaneously in
operation. For reference, we will list them below.

Amplifier Output Capability

Model No. (Each of 7 channels)
2880 60 dbj (both bands)
2300A 50 dbj (both bands)
ABD-1A 50 dbj (both bands)
ACL-200 40 dbj (worst of two bands)

All four amplifiers will do the job, but the ACL-200 has only 1.2 db
left for reserve. We should chose from the other three, since normal tube
aging reduces overload capacity, which means the same as output
capability.

The other requirement was gain, so we should find which of the
remaining three have sufficient gain to raise the antenna signals to the
required output, which we pegged at 38.8 dbj. To determine this figure,
we can take the difference between the signal level at the amplifier input
and its output. To get the input figure, we determine the antenna signals
in dbj, subtract the down lead loss in db, which will produce the input
level in dbj. We have already stated that off-the-air signals are 1,000 uv,
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SystemLevel SetLevel

Levelat amplifieroutput 50 dbj

Lossin cableto splitter(20' of RG-59jU) -1.2 db

Levelat splitter(d) 48.8 dbj

Lossin splitter -3.5 db

Levelat splitteroutputs 45.3 dbj

Lossto tap-offunit "n" (60'of RG-59jU) -3.6 db

level at tap'-offunit "n" 41.7 dbj
(Usewhitetap,30db isolation) 11.7 dbj

Feed-thruof whitetap -0.25 db

level outof tap-offunit "n" 41.45dbj

loss to tap-offunit "0" (50' of RG-59jU) -3.0 db

level at tap-offunit "0" 38.45dbj
(Usewhitetap,30db isolation) 8.45dbj

Feed-thruof whitetap -0.25 db

level outof tap-off 38.20dbj

loss to tap-offunit "p" (50'of RG-59/) -3.0 db

level at tap-offunit "p" 35.2 dbj
(Usewhitetap,30db isolation) 5.2 dbj

Feed-thruloss -0.25 db

level out 34.95dbj

loss to tap-offunit "q" (50'of RG-59jU) 3.0 db

lev1 at tap-offunit "q" 31.95dbj
Usewhitetap 1.95dbj

Feed-thru,whitetap -0.25 db

level out of "q" 31.7 dbj

loss to tap-offunit "r" (50'of RG-59jU) -3.0 db

level at "r" 28.7 dbj
(Useredtap, isolationloss Odb) 8.7 dbj

Feed-thruof redtap 0.5 db

28.3 dbj
Et ceterato line end.
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